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Experimental measurements a sociated with n-dimensional regions or “plots” are regarded as 
observations on random variables indexed by the bounded Bore1 subsets of R”, these random 
variables having finite second moments and satisfying a certain additivity property. Further 
assumptions concerning t? stationa~ty and continuity of the first two moments allow spectral 
representations to be derivea whirh are analogous r~ those already in the Iiterature on second- 
order stationary random measures. 
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1. Introduction 
The success of spht-plot and incomplete block types of experimental design in 
increasing the efficiency of agricultural experiments can frequently be explained by 
the obervation that the yields of neighbouring plots are more highly correlated than 
those further apart. Many sets of data are available substantiating this observation, 
and also the accompanying observation that long narrow plots tend to be less variable 
than square plots of the same area (see [S, Section 6.12 and the references quoted 
therein 1). 
The motivation for this paper is the idea that the correlations between plot yields 
can be explained in terms of the second moments of an appropriate class of 
second-order stationary random measures. This class of random measures is 
described and motivated in Section 2. Arguments analogous to those of Gel’fand and 
Wenkin [3] and Yaglom [lo] are used in Section 3 to characterize the second 
moment functionals of such random measures in terms of spectral measures of a 
certain type. In Section 4 some results due to Lin [4] are invoked to show that the 
property of translation boundedness provides a sufficient condition for a non- 
negative measure to be a spectral measure of this type. I am indebted to Professor 
Loren D. Pitt of the University of Virginia for drawing my attention to Lin’s paper. 
Next, following the approach of Argabright and de Lamadrid [l], transforms of 
positive definite measures are described and characterized in Section 5. Such 
transforms are shown to be translation bounded, and hence in the class of spectral 
measures. Finally, in Section 6, some examples are presented. 
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2. Formulation 
Let 93’ denote the bounded Bore1 subsets of R”, and let W = { W(A): A E 93’“) be a 
complex stochastic process for which, using E[-] as the expectation o 
(a) E[fW(A)j*l < co for all A E 3” (second-order property); 
(b) E[ W(T,,A>] = E[ W(A)] and E[ W(T~A) W(T,B)] = E[ W(A) W(B)] for all 
y E R” and A, B E 93 “, where r,+A = {x + y : x E ~6) (stationarity property); 
(c) W(A u B) = W(A) + W(B) whenever A and B are disjoint (additivity 
property); and 
(d) if A13A23a.. is a non-increasing sequence of sets in * whose Lebesgue 
measures approach zero, then lim,n,, E[I W(A,j2] = 0 (continuity property). 
Clearly, (c) and (d) imply that W is countably additive on 93”, i.e., if A,, AZ, . . . are 
disjoint members of an whose union is also in 48”, then 
W( G A,) = f WA,) 
j=l I=1 
where here, as in (c), equality is understood to be in the mean square sense. 
The four properties (a)-(d) define what may be called the class of ‘*second-order 
random complex measures adapted to the translation graup structure on R”“. 
Mowever, we shall simply use the term “random measure” to indicate a member of 
this class. Similarly, the word “measure” will embrace all the complex Bore1 
measures on R” which take finite values on 9?V. 
For the kind of situation where models based on random measures might be 
appropriate, consider the following: Let yi, . . . , yk be yields of wheat, say, from k 
disjoint experimental plots A ,, . . . , Ak. Then yl, . . . , yk may be regarded as 
observations on jointly normally distributed random variables Yi, . . . , Yk having 
the form 
Yj = gj(e,, . . . * e,)+ W(A,), j= 1,. . . , k, 
where W is a two-dimensional random measure satisfying E[ W(A)]=0 for all 
AEW*, andgl,..., gk are known functions of p unknown parameters 81,. , . , &, 
which are related to the various treatments applied to the plots. Condition (a) is then 
necessary for the normality assumption, or any form of inference based on first and 
second moments, (b) is one way of allowing the yields of unobserved plots to be 
predicted from the observed yields, (c) reflects the additivity of yield over plots, while 
(d) says that small plots should, in the main, be associated with small yields. If a 
certain form of W can be shown to work well in a series of experiments of the same 
type, this might allow a better choice of design for the estimation of the parameters 
81.. . . , d, in some future experiment of this type. 
At this point it is convenient to fix some notation. 
(i) For a given random measure W and A, B E 93” we shah denote E[ W(A)] and 
EC W(A) W(B)] by (A) and (A, 
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(ii) The Fourier transform of any f in the equivalence class L’( “) of connplex- 
valued functions on R” which are integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure will 
be denoted by f, i.e., 
F(U) = 1 e”“‘“f(x) dx 
where,asusual,u.x =x:(-1 ugifor u =(uI,. . . , un),x =(xI,. . , ,x,,).Furthermore, 
for f, g E t’(R”) and y E R” the symbols f*g* and r,,f will stand for the functions 
given by 
f%*(x) - 1 f(Y)& -ddy and qf(x)=f(x-y) 
respectively. We note that 
(f*g*j =jg, (2.1) 
and that for all y E R”, 
byf )*(qg)* =f*g”. (2.2) 
(iii) Any symbol representing a subset of R” will simultaneously stand for the 
indicator function of that subset. Thus if A 6 93: we have 
A(x)={ 1 ifxEA, 
0 otherwise, 
and 
A(u) = 
I 
e'"'"A(x) dx. 
The two interpretations of T,,A, y E R”, are consistent in that for all x E R”, 
qA(x) = A(x - y). 
(iv) The set of complex-valued functions of the form 
f(; : = ,fl q%(x) 
where AI, AZ,. . . are in W’ and al, a2, . . . are complex numbers, only a finite 
number of which are non-zero, will be denoted by L. Clearly L c L’(R”). 
(v) Finally, we &all 1-r~ 9’ to denote the set of all non-negative Bar el measures I/ 
s;ettisfying 
V.1) 
I 
Idl”dv<m for all AE~‘, 
(Y.2) ifA,aA2f)--‘ar in%?” with lim,,, Leb (A,,) = 0, 
then lim,,, la, ,I2 dv = 0. 
The Hilbert space of func ions which are square integrable with respect o v will be 
denoted by L*( 
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3. Firs; and second moment kanctionals of randem meatwares 
Theorem 3.1. Any random measure W uniquely determines a complex constant cand 
a measure u E 9 with ~((0)) 2 1~1’ such that 
(A} = c Leb (A) (3.1) 
and 
(A,B)=IA8dv (3.2) 
for ail A, B E 9V’. Conversely, given any complex number c and measure v E Y 
satisfying ~((0)) 2 lc12, thL*re exists a Gau:vian random measure Wsuch that (3.1) and 
(3.2) hold. 
Proof. Taking c =(B) where B is the unit square centered at the origin, the 
relationship (3.1) follows directly from (b) and (d) (Sek also [lo, p. 911.). The main 
step in deriving (3.2) is to establish the identity 
JJ AWA(y)(rx+rZ3, qf3) dx dy = JJ B(xMyNr,+,A, ?,.A) dx dy (3.3) 
for all A, B E 9” and t E R”. To that end, for each integer m 2 1, let CL,, ] = 
0, 1,2,. . * denote a listing of the mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets of R” of 
the form 
Crni={(Xlr - -* 9 xn): 3-m(~,,,ik --!)<x& ~3-‘“(~~~k +f), k = 1,. . . , n) 
where the y,,+, are suitably determined integers, and let xnri be the mid-point of Cn,. 
Using the fact thcat 
C,&) = C&=X --J&W/. +&?W) 
for all x E R’” it may be shown that (3.3) holds when Uoth .4 and B are finite unions of 
the sets Cmir i.e., 
A(X) =C am&‘mj(x), f?(x) ==c bm&e;nk(X)r 
i k 
where ami and btr& only take the values 0 or 1, and only a finite number of them are 
non-zero. To extend the identity to all A, I3 E 3” we use (d) in conjunction with the 
fact that for each A E 9“ there exists an m such that 
A(x) z C 7mJmj(x) + AZ(x) 
where Leb (AZ), and hence (AZ, AZ) also, is arbitrarily small. 
Next, it may be shown that for each A, (TEA, A) is a continuous positive definite 
function of y, and so, by Bochner’s theorem, determines a unique finite non-negative 
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measure VA such that 
(g, A} = J ciU*Ydv&). 
This, together with (b) and Fubini’s theorem, allows (3.3) to be re-written as 
J eiu14u)12 due(u) = J e’““~B(U)1* dV,&).
‘II... measure v we seek is then uniquely determined by the relationship 
v(D) = D(d(-‘dv,i 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
for all D E B”, where A may 
(3.4) and using (3.5) yielas 
be chosen so that d(u) # 0 for u ED. Putting y = 0 in 
(A, A) = 1 IdI’ dv, 
which, by the polarization identity, implies (3.2). That v E Y follows directly from (a) 
and (d), and that ~((0)) L ICI” . IS a consequence of letting (I! -, 00 in the inequality 
cy -2(A, A) a a -‘I(A 
where A is the square centered at the origin, and (Y = Leb (A). 
The verification of the remaining statement oi the theorem uses familiar 
arguments concerning the existence of Gaussian processes with specified properties. 
Firstly, we need to show that for any selection Al, . . . , A,,, of sets in B”, the matrix 
((A, A&, i, k = 1, . . . , m, is positive definite with I(A, Ak)l <a~. This follows 
directly from (3.2) and the property (Xl) of V. Thus there exists a Gaussian process 
W = { W(A): A E 9”) whose first and second moment functionals satisfy (3.1) and 
(3.2). It remains to check that W is a random measure, i.e., that properties (b), (c), 
and (d) hold. Stationarity is implied by the translation invariance of Lebesgue 
measure and the relationship 
which follows from (2.1) and (2.2); additivity is a consequence of the fact that 
E[I W(A u B) - W(A) - W(B))‘] = 0 
whenever A, B E a” are disjoint; while continuity follows immediately from (X2). 
The derivation of (3.3) is based on fairly standard arguments found in the abstract 
harmonic analysis literature, e.g., see i3, Chapt. 2, Sect. 3.33 or [l, Chapt. 21. Similar 
arguments will be encountered again in the proof of theorem 5.3. 
tion 3.2. The measure v E Y satisfying (3.2) will be called the spectral measure 
of the random measure W. 
4. Translation bwnded measures 
Definition 4.1, (i) A non-negative measure v is said to be f~~~s~~~~~~ a~~~ if for 
all D E B”, supv Y(T~D) < cxx We shall use .Yb to denote the s& of al; non-ne 
measures that are translation bounded. 
(ii) A non-negative measure Y is sa 
positive number h such that supv Y(~&) < CCB where 
s,, = (u : -h~u~<h*j=l,...,n). 
These definitions come from Axgabright and de 
p.S$], respectively. Our intention in this se&m is to use of Link results to 
show, first of all, that translation boundedness and uniform ~undedn~ss are 
equivalent concepts, and secondly, that Y;, c 9. The next theorem puts to 
those results from [4] which are needed (see Theorem 1 and Lemma 3, p. 58). 
Theorem 4.2 (Lin). For d > 0 let Li(B”) denote the equivalence crass of corn~le~- 
valued functions on R” which are square integrable with respect to L&esgue measure 
and which oanish off tk square (x : i.q{ Ed, j = 1, . . . , n). T&en a n~n-n~~ati~~ 
measure v is uniformly bounded if and only if for every d >O there exists a positive 
number Cd such that 
for alZfE Lz(R”). 
Theorem 4.3. Ler u be ,I non-ne~a~iue measure. The foi~owi~~~ ca~id~tions are 
equivalent: 
(1) 
m 
(3) 
v is translation bol;nded. 
v is u~tiformly bounded. 
There exists A n with teb (A) h, 0 such that 
sup ;acu - y,j” dvk) <ass. 
Y J 
Proof. ‘That (I) implies (2) is obvious. Suppose that (2) holds. Then given any A E B” 
there exists d r O such that A c 1.x: lx,1 cd, j f= 1, , . . , n), and so, from Theorem 4.2, 
J ~.Atu---y)~dutu)~~~ J lexp( - iy - x)A(x)i* ti = Cd Leb (A) 
for all y E Thus (2) implies (3). Furthe for each Lb E 8” we can find A E $3” and 
K>Osuc at K]#N?. So for all y E 
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and hence (2) implies (1) also. Finally, suppose that (3) is true. Then for some positive 
numbers K and h we have Kid 
1~~~~s~~ 6 Klii(u - p)j- dv(lr); 
which follows the uniform boundedness of v. 
prlrosf. Let v be translation bounded (hence uniformly bounded), and let A 1 =J A2 3 
9 + - be sets in n for which Leb (A,,,)+ 0. Since there exists d > 0 such that 
A*c(x: ad,j=l,..., n), Theorem 4.2 shows that for some Cd > 0 we have 
J ’ dv G Cd Leb (A,,) for all m, 
which implies that v E 9. 
5. Positive definite measures and their transforms 
Definition 5.1. (i) A measure p is said to be positiue definite if 
I 
f*p dp, ~0 for all f~ L. 
(ii) A measure v is said to be a transform if there exists a measure p such that 
J Vl’dv=J f*f” dp for a11 f E L. (5.1) 
The set of non-negative transforms will be denoted by ZPl. 
Theorem 5.2. A measure p is positive definite if and otzly if there exists a unique 
measure v in Y which is its transform. 
Proof. Let CL be positive definite, and for A, B E 2%’ put 
{A, B) = j- A*B* dp. 
Then (-, l ) so defined has all the prooerties of the sewnd moment functional of a 
random measure. Consequently, by Theorem 3.1, there exists a unique measure 
v E .9 such that 
from which the relationship (5.1) follows. On the other hand, given that v E Sp, we see 
that the measure F in (5.1) is positive definite, and hence v E 9? 
We have shown therefore that Y8 c 9’. The question arises as to whether or not 
9, = 9. The following example shows that this is not the case. Consider the measure v 
given by 
v(D) = D(tf)(2-sin (lu])}-’ du 
for D E 9?*. Clearly v E y;i and so is a spectral measure. If Y E 9, then takirr 
A = [-1, l] and Lp = E-6, b] it follows from (52) that 
where A0 = (-1,l). But the left hand side of this equation is unbounded; hence the 
assumption that Y E 9’f is untenable. 
The next theorem identifies those spectral measures which are transforms of 
positive definite measures. 
Theorem 5.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the spectrul measure of a 
random measure W to be a transform is that for every A E SIR there exists a positive 
n:umberMA such &at for any selection A tt AZ, _ . . of pairwise disjoint members of 93 n 
whose union is A, 
Proof. Necessity follows by observing that we can take 
For s;lfficiency, let Cm/ and x,,,~ be as in the proof of ‘Theorem 3.1, and for A E 
A,,=AnC,+ 
Consider the functions hA,m and g&m defined by 
hA,mo’, U) = c WC&+iY * &,zjktnib) 
i 
and 
g,+x(y) = 
I 
/h.dY, di2 ddu). 
The foltowing facts may be verified: 
(i) lim ,~,hA..~(Y,u)=ar,-,,. 
(ii) For each y .E ‘9 hA.& * 1, hA.Z(yr ’ h. . s is a Cauchy sequence in L*( 
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(iii) The family of functions {gA,,,: m 3 1) is equicontinuous, and 0 d gA,nt (y ) 4 
hA for all HI and y. 
(iv) For any f~ L’f 
We deduce from the above that 
is a bounded continuous non-negative function satisfying 
for all f E L’(R”). Thus (see [2, Theorem 21) there exists a unique finite measure EL,~ 
such that 
gA(y)= e J -ix.y dp,&). 
Using this in conjunction with the identity 
J Ig(u + Y)i2gAtY) dy = J I& + y)12gdy) dy 
it may be shown that the measure F constructed according to 
&(D) = (2-J” J D{A*A*}-’ d&A, L) E aA”, 
satisfies (5.1). 
While not a very practical means of recognizing which spectral measures are 
transforms, Theorem 5.3 does have one immediate consequence. In many agricul- 
tural situations it would be reasonable to suppose that (A, El) a 0 for all A, B E 93 n. 
Under such an assumption the condition of the theorem is met with MA = (A, A) so 
that the corresponding spectral measure v must be a transform and, moreover, the 
positive definite measure p corresponding to v must itself be non-negative. Such 
measures-called p.p,d. measures-occur naturally in the theory of second-order 
stationary random non-negative measures where reiationships equivalent to (5.1) 
and (5.2) are well-known, e.g., see Vere-Jones [S], equation (8). 
The theorem may also be invoked to show that finite non-negative measures are 
transforms, For if Y is finite the required condition is met with 
Alternatively, and more directly, the order of integration on the left-hand side of 
(5.1) may be interchanged to yield the right hand side with 
d&) = i(x) dx 
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where 
In the course of proving Theorem 5.3 we showed that for all A E Isis”, the function 
gA(y) = J I&u - yl12 Mu) 
is bounded. So from Theorem 4.3 and the example preceding Theorem 5.3 we have 
Cordtary 5.4. 9‘ is a proper subset of Yb. 
6. Exampies 
Example 6.1. We have aIready seen that if v is finite, then v E Y, and for all A E $3” 
we have 
(A,A)= ]Al’d J v s v(R” )(Leb(A))2. 
Indeed, Snite spectral measures are characterized by the above property, i.e., v E Yis 
finite if and only if there exists a positive number K such that 
(A, A) s k {Leb(A))’ 
for all A E Sn. For if we take A to be the square centered 
(Y = Leb(A), then Fatou’s lemma yields 
v(H”) d lim (Y -*(A, A) d K, 
<t-t0 
so v is finite. 
at the origin with 
Example 6.2. If the non-negative measure v is absolutely continuous with respect o 
Lebesque measure, and g(u) = dv(u)/du E LP(R”) for some p E [l, 401, then v E X In 
particular, if 1 c p c 2 then v E Yt. The latter result follows from Theorem 6.4.2 part 
(iii) of Okikiolu [6]. For general p however, application of Holder’s inequality shows 
that v is translation bounded. 
ExampIe 6.3, For 1~ y c 2 consider the two measures vi and v2 given by 
dvl(u) = {sin($r~)I’(~ + 1)/(2~0}‘* jfi, lu;i’-’ du 
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which are the transforms of 
~,u&o =(!rcr - W” Jj I#‘-2 dx 
and 
c&(.x i = n n’“-2”/2(r(~n)/r(ln(r - ~))}IxI”(~-~~ dx 
respectively. The constants are arranged so as to have 
dv&i! -dvz(u) = (a~)-” du 
with d&,(x) = dpZ(x) = dA(x) when y = 1, and 
d jl(u) = duz(u; = dA(u) 
with dpl(x) = d&z(x) = dx when y = 2. where A 
1 < y < 2 the relationship (5.1) between v2 and g2 
follows from the standard convergence theorems of integration using the equation 
in conjunction with the identities of (6.2.5) part (ii) and (6.13) part (ii) of Okikiolu 
[6]. A similar argument works for y1 and CL 1also. The interest in the measures vl and 
~2 is that for sets A of fixed shape-and fixed orientation in the case of vl-we have 
(A, 4 * {Leb(A 1)‘; 
and ma#dels of this kind have been a popular means of explaining the kinds of 
agricultural variation alluded to at the outset (see [7,9]). 
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